
Chapter 67: city 
Back to the base is about 7:30 in the evening, and a group of
dishes next door about 8:30 training, everyone put a wash and
put a face to rest in front of the computer - because tomorrow
and the Red Arrow team game is Lu Yueshang, so today’s
training game is also Lu Yue playing… This is a matter of
course, the nursery rhymes and the gods stand behind him and
are responsible for the onlookers.
… by the way, pointing fingers.
Nursery rhymes: “It’s not that Ike is the tsar, brother, can you
take something else? I want to take a look at your clockwork
before my roommate dies. Laksh, the little fisherman…”
Ming Shen: “He will be these two.”
Lu Yue: “Do not speak in the middle of the banned and retired
elderly.”
When the words just fell, they were stunned by the
handwriting board of Mingshen. Lu Yue raised his hand: “No,
nursery rhymes, you didn’t use any of these games to practice
him…”
“Nobody can’t use it with you. Sometimes the routine is more
important than the game version.” Betty was behind Lu Yue’s
chair, and looked across the face. Ai Jia took Xindra and
raised his eyebrow. “I didn’t always Are you practicing
Xindra? You think about what you are most annoying when
you take it?”
“Little fish man.” Lu Yue answered.
“Choose it!” Ming Shen reached out and pushed Lu Yue’s
head. “I am mentally retarded. Even if you are a substitute,
you are also full of professional players from last year’s two
seasons. If you choose someone else to teach, you have no
interest. ”
Lu Yue “Oh,” two sounds, the little wolf dog became a small
milk dog.
I sighed and looked at the nursery rhyme and reluctantly let Lu
Sicheng give him a small fisherman… At this time, ban≈pick
is almost over. When Lu Yue is called Lu Sicheng, Tong Tong
also looks back and looks at the direction of Lu Yue. I can see
the back of Lu Sicheng, I don’t know what his expression is at
the moment.
The nursery rhyme scratched his head and made the neat hair a



little messy.
After the game started, the players began to play the training
game. The nursery rhymes and the gods sang chatted behind
Lu Yue. Ming Shen asked: “Do our captain still ignore you?”
“Ok.”
“He is worried about you.” Ming Shen said, “Don’t think that
he is cold and ruthless. Today, I was sitting next to him on the
plane. I saw him delete the photo of the program on the mobile
phone, and let me not say it… …”
“…咦?嗳?” The nursery rhyme took the frustrated chin from
Lu Yue’s chair back and turned his head and looked at the
gods. “What’s the matter?”
The **** shrugged, meaning that you heard it.
Tong Tong remembered that Lu Sicheng inexplicably insisted
that chubby they finally did the activities arranged by the
exhibitors. This was followed by the video recording of the
fans, and then there were thousands of fans blasting the
official Weibo and rhythm posts…
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nurse cough “cleared” the clear scorpion, raised his hand
and pinched his ear. At the same time, he heard Ming Shen
beside him and said, “No matter what you think, first Lu
Sicheng is the captain of this team. He is obliged to take care
of you every time. One person, taking good care of this team,
don’t have an accident - when this kid (referring to Lu Yue’s
head) accident last year, he also broke his leg and forced
himself to press down and banned a season, otherwise it will
last forever. It is not impossible to ban the game.”
Nursery rhymes: “Hey.”
Ming Shen: “But there are things he can’t help you, and you
can’t teach you, don’t rely too much, you understand it.”
Mingshen: “A group of unconscious children.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
The nursery face is reddish, a little embarrassed, just want to
say something, this time Lu Yue screamed, “You are
bothering, don’t bother to talk behind me, I don’t see Laozi
leaking a few knives, ah ah ah my gun car” The nursery
rhymes and the gods of the gods turned their eyes together and
turned away.
This time, the training match with a group of dishes was very



painful. Because of the Pope, the style of the team of the next-
door relegation team has changed a lot. This magical chemical
reaction has led to the fact that all three lines and zgdx are now
arguably Five or five open… The game was once stagnant for
50 minutes. You sent a wave of me to send a wave. Everyone
has a harmonious development, and the training game is such
that everyone is a little crazy.
“Stabilize and stabilize, don’t send a brother, don’t send a
brother.” When he hit fifty-three minutes, Xiaopang was
crying. “I am going to starve, can the mother sell the batch?”
After the group battle was actually Lu Yue, this melon skin
stood up - although he was crazy in the early stage by Ai Jia as
a fool, but dragged to this late stage, everyone is the six gods
full state money overflow, the previous point The online
advantage is gone… And Lu Yue’s operation is good, and the
reaction is fast. The little fisherman in the bunny’s skin is
really like a rabbit like a rabbit, squatting, The team battle
won!
The chubby screaming cheered and pushed off a group of
vegetables than the base, turned to look at Lu Yue and looked
like he could not rush to kiss him.
The nursery rhyme patted Lu Yue’s back: “Ignore the level of
platinum in the line to make up your little fisherman!”
I used the tone of finally seeing my son grow up.
Lu Yue snorted.
At the same time, Ming Shen also recorded the last stroke on
the scoreboard, and then calmly said: “The first beat, the
second easy to play, the third felt a small resistance, the fourth
felt the difficulty - to Now that the five and five are open, you
guys are sober, and next time you meet the next team in the
league, you don’t necessarily win.”
Old cat: “Say something nice.”
Mingshen: “Good-looking? Yes, there is no holiday time in the
future, and then play the Lianliankan, the comics, the cartoons
during the training time, and all the deductions.”
Old cat: “…”
Old k: “What about mahjong?”
Ming Shen: “Mahjong will not work either.”
Old k: “That is the quintessence of the country!”
Ming Shen: “National quintessence does not work.”



The old k looked at the nursery rhyme, and the nursery rhyme
made a face: “When I wait in line, I usually watch the video of
the game, and occasionally play minesweeping.”
Old k: “You are not a qualified secondary disease at all.”
When the team’s Ueno and the data analyst and daddy
wandered around, chubby hungry to go to eat late at night, a
bunch of big men only ate a plane meal on the plane, this time
really hungry No, so the chubby proposal is also a slap in the
face, everyone threw a mouse and stood up and walked away.
When Lu Sicheng stood up and walked away, the nursery
rhyme went to his position next to him and bent over to open
the computer.
“What are you doing?” Xiaopang asked.
Lu Sicheng bent his shoes and made a move.
The nursery rhyme didn’t know if he looked at himself - she
thought it was, but when she looked at it, Lu Sicheng had
already lowered her head. Looked at wearing shoes very
seriously.
“Let’s go, I won’t go, don’t be hungry.” The nursery rhyme
waved his hand. “I have a live broadcast, and my salary is
being squandered and I can’t afford it…”
Lu Sicheng put on his shoes and straightened up.
“When you have a foot stool, it’s expensive. Is there a lot of
money to buy a few bags and buy a few skirts? How good is
it? Well, then you broadcast it, and we will give you some
food to eat back later.” Xiaopeng said, “You don’t talk in a live
broadcast.”
In the perfunctory voice of the nursery rhythm “know
knowing”, a group of people who were noisy in the base
walked out of the base, and the base was quiet again… The
nursery rhymes sat on the computer for a while, then suddenly
thought of it. Whatever it looks like, look back at Lu Yue’s
position.
Staring at Lu Yue’s empty chair, she stayed for a while: I don’t
know why, I feel like my heart is empty, and it’s not quite
right.
However, I haven’t waited for the nursery rhyme to carefully
understand that this is a sudden and seemingly unhealthy
negative emotion feeling is what happened, when her mobile
phone on the desktop lights up -



Nursery rhymes: “…”
Staring at the phone for a while, I went back to the “going
out”, the nursery rhyme threw the phone, frowning and
looking at the outline of the computer screen in front of her,
after waiting for a while, she opened the live broadcast in a
complicated mood - live broadcast After a while, most of the
barrage is discussing today’s events.
Whether it is toward her or her, these scorpio nursery rhymes
look even more annoyed, and when they say hello, they will
enter the game without a word, and they will rarely talk to the
barrage.
Until she finished two games and cut it out to see the barrage,
she suddenly saw such a piece in the barrage of the game and
chat.
Nursery rhyme: “…this one passerby, hey, wait, the
housekeeper does not seal him, let him talk - the players are
tens of millions a year to eat or spend your time? Playing
professional money is not a monkey art, Activities that are not
suitable for the body cannot be stopped?”
Nursery rhymes: “This money is so good to earn you, come
on, hurry up! Non-stop! Now the youth clubs in the major
clubs are recruiting people, who is stopping you?”
Nursery rhymes: “Do you have a heart sports teacher who lets
you run 1,500 meters? Do you run? Others can run, you can’t
run?”
Nursery rhyme: “Don’t you laugh, don’t you cry?”
“Happy, thieves are happy,” said Tong Yan, with no
expression. “I really don’t regret not insisting on doing this
game. It is inappropriate to be inappropriate. What happened?
We all know this place, temporary. Notice, it doesn’t matter to
Rui Ge, he is not qualified to speak. The only thing I regret is
that this made my teammates jump and the dog jumped. The
club also jumped and jumped, and everyone was screaming
with me. It was me. Sima woman that should not kick a chair,
so many people watching Ha, I do not how to beat her - “
The virginity has not yet fallen.
Suddenly the door of the base opened.
She looked down and looked back. It was only after two hours
that she did not know that her captain didn’t know why she
came back early……… She screwed her face back and looked



at the full screen “2333333333” “bar is good” Dear you, you
are a man. “I also feel that it is not supposed to be beaten.”
Her face is green, and the game is closed to cover most of the
screens.
When Lu Sicheng walked into the base.
The nursery rhyme cleared her throat and screwed it back to
her head. She said, “I did it wrong. Really, I should gently
communicate with the organizer about this situation because
there are several people in the team who have just done
physiotherapy. Really can’t do this kind of strenuous
exercise… It’s clear that everyone can definitely discuss it
properly. Everyone is a civilized person. - Yeah, ah, the house
manager sends a little red flower to the ‘one passerby’. He
feels that I am too impulsive to me, is it like a shrew, is it
really a shrew! Really shouldn’t! Shouldn’t it be a thousand?
Is there something like a little red flower? Forget it.”
When the nursery rhymes are busy with a serious and barrage
review themselves -
Lu Sicheng passed behind the nursery rhyme and placed a
packing box on her desk. The nursery rhyme looked at her
eyes like a seafood porridge. She whispered a thank you. Lu
Sicheng did not say that he turned his head and patted his ****
upstairs… …
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………”
There is only one nursery rhyme on the first floor of the base.
She minimized the game interface, re-exposed the barrage, and
found herself brushed by a wave of “66666” -
Millions of people watched her jealousy at the same time, and
then ridiculed.
The nursery rhyme pulled out his hair in a headache, and
thought about not dare to say it directly. Simply open a
notepad and type on the notebook.
I thought about what was wrong, so I deleted the words “Lu
Sicheng” and changed it to “Captain” -
The nursery rhyme is typing on the keyboard.
It was very cheerful, and suddenly the phone vibrated. She
looked up and saw a new text message from “Amao Mama” -
Nursery rhymes: “……………………………………”
The whole person is stiff and looks at the phone in place.
As if the body was hollowed out.



at this time.
The nursery rhymes only want to scream and throw a □ □
blow up their own computer.
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